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This one day course takes teachers on an exciting, thought provoking and practical tour of Write Inspired. Delivered by
its creator Philip Davis and using examples from his work all over the world you will gain a full understanding of this
inspirational technique.
It is designed to motivate, inspire and engage all learners to love writing and self expression.
It is an immersive experiential technique that deconstructs the process of writing allowing children to discover their own
ideas and give them a real purpose for expression.
The day consists of three main sessions

Session 1
The core principles of Write Inspired and how they work
You will be taken through each principle with practical activities to demonstrate them.
Discover how to Deliver positive experiences that inspire
Create a dynamic learning space
Immerse people in a sonic environment
Value the individual response
You will gain an understanding of what these mean in the classroom and how to implement them

Session 2
write Inspired in action
You will see and have a go at many activities to inspire writing. You will discover how powerful, inspirational and
eﬀective Write Inspired is.

Session 3
Write inspired in depth
The third session looks at longer more complex activities which you will have a go at. We speciﬁcally look at the use of
sound.
Sonic moulding - using sound to create 3D models to use as inspiration for poetry and story
Sonic story telling - how to enliven story creation with simple instruments
Immersive art - how to use visualisation of sounds to create poetry
By the end of the day you will be inspired to take on these techniques and apply them to your own teaching.
To support the course there is a 100 page manual with downloadable content, a CD collection of specially designed
sounds to use as well as free resources on the Write Inspired site.

What people say about Philip Davis and Write Inspired
‘Probably the most enjoyable course I’ve been on - fantastically exciting and haven’t laughed so much in ages.’
Ysgol Ifor Bach
'Exceptional. Everyone gains so much. The buzz and general excitement is fabulous. Thank you.'
Sharon Gray OBE
‘After 20 years of teaching this was without doubt the most inspirational and interesting course I have ever
attended.’ Teacher, Spinney Avenue School , Widness

‘So inspiring - a fantastic day ..’ Teacher, Amesbury Primary school

‘Amazing and inspiring...Thank you’ Teacher, Christ the King School, Wilts

‘Best Inset I’ve ever been on!’ Teacher, Blackheath High School

‘You inspired me. I have been teaching for 30 years but now I see things in a new perspective.’
'Absolutely fantastic. I have never felt so engaged in a talk in my life.’ Teachers, EPG Primary School Kuwait

'A wonderful Inset - full of inspirational and realistic ideas! I ﬁnd I often walk away from courses feeling
deﬂated and overwhelmed but I'm excited to try new ideas now.’
Teacher St Joseph’s Haywards Heath

'Dynamic, purposeful, engaging, relevant, factual, passionate, child-centred. A real treat for all staﬀ.’
Dep Head Blackthorns Primary Academy

'One of the most creative educators I have worked with.' Richard Gerver

You’ve given me the conﬁdence to go outside the norm.’ Teacher, JSL School The Hague

